Possible topics for in-class reports and term essays

English in the Caribbean

**General**


**Contact languages, creolisation, African background**


**Possible Irish influence**


Eastern Caribbean

General

Barbados

Trinidad and Tobago

Central Caribbean

Jamaica
Devonish, Hubert and Otelemate G. Harry 2004. ‘Jamaican Creole and Jamaican English: phonology’, in Kortmann et al. (eds), pp. 450-???
*Caribbean English in Britain*

Patrick, Peter L. 2004 ‘British Creole: phonology’, in Kortmann et al. (eds), pp. 231-45

*North Caribbean*

*The Bahamas*


*The Caribbean rim*


*Gullah*


*African American English*


*Belize and other central American varieties*

**Suriname**


**Volume with most information**